Please answer the following questions truthfully. Please circle the most accurate answer.

1. When it was suggested that your right arm was heavy and was moving down, the arm felt:

   - not heavy
   - slightly heavy
   - heavy
   - very heavy

2. When it was suggested that your left arm was light and was moving up, the arm felt:

   - not light
   - slightly light
   - light
   - very light

3. When it was suggested that your hands were stuck together and you couldn’t take them apart, the hands felt:

   - not stuck
   - slightly stuck
   - stuck
   - very stuck

4. When it was suggested that your felt thirsty, you felt:

   - not thirsty
   - slightly thirsty
   - thirsty
   - very thirsty

5. When it was suggested that your throat was stuck and you couldn’t speak, your throat felt:

   - not stuck
   - slightly stuck
   - stuck
   - very stuck

6. When it was suggested that you were stuck to the chair, you felt:

   - not stuck
   - slightly stuck
   - stuck
   - very stuck

7. When the experiment was over and the experimenter made a clicking or tapping noise, you felt:

   - not like coughing
   - slightly like coughing
   - like coughing
   - very much like coughing

8. When the experiment was over and you were recalling the tests, you felt that you remembered the test about the arm rising:

   - with no difficulty
   - with slight difficulty
   - with difficulty
   - with great difficulty